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Abstract
Matrix representations can be effective for visualizing networks. However, it is very difficult to follow or explore specific paths in a matrix representation. In this paper, we introduce an interactive method for exploring paths on a matrix, called Matrix Snap&Go. Our visualization approach relies heavily on interactive exploration, bringing in the local neighborhood of selected nodes and tracing the path progression through the matrix. We demonstrate the utility of our approach by performing and analyzing test runs with synthetic input graphs of various node/edge densities as well as by discussing a use case based on the exploration of citation networks.

CCS Concepts
\begin{itemize}
\item Human-centered computing \rightarrow Graph drawings; Information visualization;
\end{itemize}

1. Introduction
Matrix visualizations of networks/graphs (we use both terms synonymously in this paper) support many graph reading tasks and offer advantages over standard node-link diagrams in various scenarios. For instance, adjacency matrix representations can address issues of occlusion and edge clutter common in node-link layouts, by representing connections through cells at the intersection of a row (source node) and a column (target node). Consequently, using matrices to read graphs has become widely used across multiple research domains [BBHR\textsuperscript{16}, MGM\textsuperscript{19}]. In social network analysis, for example, viewing graph data in matrix format has been a common practice for gaining insights into meso-level statistics of actors or identifying structural patterns like cliques [HF06, HF07].

However, among many other challenges, matrix representations of graphs face several common issues. For instance, compared to node-link layouts, they are often seen as less flexible [BBDW14].

Figure 1: Exploring the matrix representation of a directed graph. Direct neighbors of the currently selected node are drawn close to the node, with the user’s past interaction history highlighted in red. Screenshot (a) shows an initial path established by previous user interactions; whereas (b) provides an overview of our Matrix Snap&Go approach, resulting from (a) by clicking one of the adjacent nodes (“next click”). In (b), left: the adjacency matrix visualization; right: a radial node-link diagram visualizing the same input graph and synchronizing the same interaction process. The node-link diagram is present on the right only to clarify how to read a path on a matrix using our approach.
Previous research on matrix interaction and animation has focused on block modeling, with relatively less attention given to other interactive elements in the design space. Moreover, reducing cognitive complexity during matrix visualization—such as locating edges and preserving the mental map during layout animations—remains challenging. This leads to an important limitation of a standard matrix visualization, which we address in this paper, which is reading paths along the graph, as only direct adjacencies are represented by an adjacency matrix. One way to address this issue is to augment the visualization of paths within a matrix visualization through interaction, allowing users to explore and visualize the structure of a path interactively on top of the matrix.

To address the problem of visualizing paths on matrices, we propose Matrix Snap&Go: an interactive technique to help users create paths on matrices and visualize the history of that path through a matrix representation. Matrix Snap&Go makes effective use of spatial position, bringing in the local neighborhood of a node in order to understand future exploration directions for the path through the matrix visualization. The history of the path is explored through a polyline that is able to demonstrate both the nodes and edges that have been traversed in order to achieve that path. Our contributions in this paper are as follows:

- a novel interactive, matrix path visualization technique.
- a user-guided reordering interactions on the adjacency matrix visualization, making the path easier to follow on the matrix.
- a demonstration of the usability of the approach by testing on a number of real and synthetically generated datasets and showing its advantages and limitations. A live demo can be found at ivis-tools.itn.liu.se/matrix-snap-and-go.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces related work in matrix visualization and problem definition. Section 3 describes system design and implementation details. Section 4 presents cases where Matrix Snap&Go is tested and being used, as well as discusses limitations and future work. Finally, Section 5 concludes our work.

2. Background

Matrix visualizations have numerous perceptual advantages especially for dense graphs [GFC05]. As such, a number of techniques have been explored for visualizing series of matrices [BPF14] and comparing differences and similarities [BHRD*15, VKA*18]. Performing analytical tasks using these visualizations often requires advanced interactive techniques. Network visualization incorporates multiple levels of interaction, including view-level, visual structure, and data-level interaction [WEF*14]. Adjacency matrix visualization, in particular, relies heavily on interacting with visual structures, such as cells, columns, and rows [PDF14]. There are two main objectives for such interactions: navigating and showing network details or producing block-diagonal patterns. Users can interact with a matrix visualization by manually reordering rows and columns to change the visual style directly, or by steering existing reordering algorithms to identify, select, and adjust matrix substructures [BSP20]. However, if the underlying data lacks such inherent patterns, many interaction algorithms may struggle to reveal any significant structure [BTBC*21, ASA*22]. As a result, there is an ongoing challenge in designing alternative interaction techniques that focus on defining and discovering specific statistical, global, or local patterns.

Pathfinding on matrices Many studies have shown that matrices are ill-suited for pathfinding and its related tasks [GFC05, MGM*19]. Unlike node-link diagrams, where the spatial arrangement between nodes can convey additional information, the visibility of paths in a standard matrix depends heavily on the quality of its ordering. The majority of existing work has approached this problem by finding the optimal ordering or combined matrices with node-link diagrams to reveal structural features, such as the shortest paths [HF07, HFM07, VBW15]. Different from uncovering inherent path-related structural properties in a graph, we present an interaction technique that allows users to actively or passively create paths during their exploration of the matrix and visualize the results.

Our title and technique are inspired by Bring&Go, which is a node-link diagram navigation technique for paths where the local neighborhoods of networks are brought in around the current node in the exploration [MCH*09]. Here, the user selects a destination node, and an animation smoothly transitions between the current and destination nodes demonstrating how the path is constructed. One could view our approach as a similar technique for path exploration, but for matrix visualizations of networks. Other related approaches focus on the exploration of multiple networks in different views such as Hub2Go [ZSK17]. Probably the closest paper to our own is that of Shen and Ma [SM07]. In their work, paths are visualized on top of adjacency matrices through lines. A path is considered a series of edges, and cells of the matrix—the edges of the graph—are connected through horizontal and vertical lines. Thus, multiple paths can be visualized using this technique. In our work, we focus on user-constructed paths through the adjacency matrix and the interaction required when creating such a path. Also, in contrast to the work [SM07], both nodes and edges are visualized through the use of the diagonal of the matrix representation.

3. Implementation

We have designed and implemented Matrix Snap&Go, a novel visualization approach for user-centric, matrix-based graph exploration. It provides visual cues and records directional paths of visited nodes and edges (Figure 1). This section discusses the visual encoding and interaction details behind the Matrix Snap&Go interface, which takes a generic graph as input but excludes self-loops.

The system interface (Figure 1b) consists of two main components: an action bar with customization options at the top and a matrix view on the left showing the core interaction features of Matrix Snap&Go which is our technique. A radial node-link view on the right provides training on how to read our technique. The layout is optimized for directed graphs while also accommodating undirected graphs. Both the left and right panels represent the same input graph. They are synchronized to display a user’s present and past selections and their exploration path. The proposed adjacency matrix visualization aligns with how people typically interpret such representations (Figure 1a) [GFC05]. If an edge exists from node a to node b, the cell at the intersection of row a and column b will be marked in a dark grey color to show the connectivity compared to unconnected cells. Since the diagonal of the matrix
Matrix Snap&Go maintains consistent color encodings across both the matrix and node-link diagram representation of the underlying graph. We use the color red to denote the path between two selected nodes, as shown in Figure 1. Selected nodes are marked on the matrix diagonal with a symbol, with the first node in the interaction sequence more distinguishable with . The non-diagonal cells of the matrix represent links between nodes. Upon selecting a node, its outgoing links are highlighted with darker blue , while incoming links are indicated with a lighter blue color . User interaction is further constrained, as one can click on outgoing links to navigate forward, but in most cases cannot move backward against the link direction to ensure a cohesive user experience that aligns with the link directionality in a directed graph. Additionally, a lighter red color indicates when a link’s target or source node has been previously selected. We also introduce to mark all links connected to nodes that were “snapped” into focus, which will be explained next.

3.1. Matrix Snap&Go Algorithm

Initialization Users choose a starting node to initiate the exploration process by selecting a diagonal cell in the graph’s adjacency matrix (Figure 2a). The selection is restricted to diagonal cells to ensure a single exploration path is established.

Algorithm phases Figure 2(c–h) presents a decomposed version of our proposed interaction technique. Matrix Snap&Go consists of three straightforward steps, with animations integrated. 1. Snap: When a user selects a node, the links connected to this node are highlighted and moved next to the link selection (Figure 2(b–c)). The term “snapped” refers to this highlighting and reordering process. 2. Go: Clicking an outgoing link (non-diagonal cells) shifts the focus from the initial node to the target node of the clicked link, while still acknowledging the initial selection. The focus moves to the target node, which is now considered the current selection. During this phase, as shown in Figure 2(d–f), the currently selected cell reverts to its original, default diagonal position, indicating the target node it directs to. Concurrently, in (e), the adjacent nodes previously “snapped” revert to their starting positions as shown in Figure 2a. 3. Pathfinding: This step creates a visual path connecting the previously selected node with the current selected node, and also passing through (or representing) the selected edge in between (Figure 2(f–g)). The path direction is indicated by red chevrons, which guide the selection from one node to the next, corresponding to the sequence of those selections (Figure 2(h–k)).

In the following, we provide a more detailed discussion of our design decisions taken with respect to these three phases.

Layout simulation of the neighborhood After the initial selection, edges connected to the selected node are highlighted in blue , indicating their connection to the focus node (Figure 2b). Subsequently, these highlighted edges are moved closer to the focus node as shown in Figure 2c). To ensure consistency, the neighbors are ordered according to their original sequence in the columns/rows (as in Figure 2a). One advantage of this specific representation for a directed graph is that, it enhances readability to differentiate between incoming links, positioned vertically to the focus node , and outgoing links, positioned horizontally . Especially in sparse matrices without other pre-defined reordering algorithms, pulling neighbors closer reduces the cognitive load in identifying paths and finding neighboring nodes for creating potential paths. Additionally, when the matrix becomes larger and occupies a large portion of the screen space, identifying what each cell represents becomes more challenging. Thus, this rearrangement process enforces the user’s attention on local neighborhoods.

When edges are shifted, their original positions may become empty (for example, the bottom part of the second column in Figure 2c). However, it is often the case that the target position next to the focus node is already occupied by an unhighlighted cell, indicating no direct connection between the focus node and the node at the other end of the link the cell represents . In such cases, the unconnected cell is adjusted slightly upwards and rightwards. This creates an offset, making it seem as though the cells are layered, resembling two cards stacked on top of one another .

Layout transformation for a new edge selection To illustrate the transition from the first node to the second via the selected edge, we first animate resetting the previously highlighted neighboring links of the first node (Figure 2(d–e)), then animate the transition of
the selected edge to the newly focused node (Figure 2(e–g)). Since diagonal positions represent nodes, the cell selection changes its representation meanings from links to nodes so it shifts to the diagonal. Then the neighbors of the newly selected node are snapped, and the algorithm iterates upon each user selection (Figure 2(c–h)). Additionally, a different color is used to mark all links that have been snapped closer to highlight that they have received more attention from the user than other connected cells.

Path drawing By visualizing a thread touching all visited edges and nodes through the diagonal, the exploration history of a user can be recorded. In most cases, we draw straight lines between two cells based on the Manhattan distance with minimal turns. However, a trade-off exists between identifiable paths that minimize overlap and the precise alignment with the selected edge, so additional considerations for rerouting are introduced. If two cells are diagonally neighbors, an “s” shape path is drawn instead of a Manhattan path with one turn. Otherwise, there is a complete overlap of the path with itself. In a matrix visualization, cells symmetrical to the diagonal indicate connections between the same pair of nodes with opposite directionality. By default, paths are drawn in the upper triangular matrix. However, the choice of drawing either in the upper or lower triangular matrix depends on which path minimizes the overlapping pixels of the existing paths (Figure 2).

Node-link diagram Alongside the matrix, users can choose to optionally view a force-directed or radial node-link diagram to help them learn the snap&go concept applied to alternative graph representations (Figure 1b). With each node selection, the radial node-link diagram animates, pulling neighboring nodes closer to the chosen node then returning them to their original positions. Afterward, the newly selected node is positioned adjacent to the previously selected one, making the selection sequence path distinct to read.

4. Usage Scenarios and Discussion
Matrix Snap&Go can be applied for various use cases besides synthetic graphs, including integrating into an existing visual analytics pipeline. Figure 3 showcases the system for tracking the exploration history of papers based on their citation network (data from [IHK*17]). It is currently set to a zoomed-in view of the matrix visualization with the browser window auto-locating to every new selection, and users can zoom out to obtain an overview of the existing path at any time. We applied the k-core algorithm [BZ03] to extract a subset of IEEE vis papers that frequently cite one another. The system displays information like paper titles and DOIs when the mouse hovers over the cells. Matrix Snap&Go captures the process of finding a paper to read, reading one of its citations, and then recording the snowballing process as an exploration path on a matrix. We enabled clicks on both incoming and outgoing links of a node to accommodate users’ interest in exploring both cited and citing papers. This click restriction can be customized as needed. One might also use filtering or subgraph extraction techniques to get subsets for specific tasks or combine other matrix ordering techniques [BBHR*16] to customize the layout.

Limitations and future work We reviewed the proposed tool, Matrix Snap&Go, using various directed graphs generated by the Erdős-Rényi model [ER*60]. Figure 1 illustrates the system layout given a directed Erdős-Rényi graph with 25 nodes and 0.2 probability for edge creation. Through trying different numbers of nodes and graph densities, we found that the system performs best with a graph density between 0.05 and 0.5. It becomes relatively less effective for dense graphs, because the visibility of snapped cells decreases when many adjacent nodes are connected. Previous studies have indicated that matrices are not efficient for representing sparse graphs [OJK*18], but for this case our system provides interactive methods to highlight neighboring nodes adequately. Matrix Snap&Go is designed to simplify the immediate exploration of connections by displaying all available next steps within a matrix layout. And it enables the possibility of introducing new panels in future work to show additional contextual information to guide users in choosing a path.

Our current visualization prototype is web-based and designed to handle graphs with 10 to 100 nodes to ensure timely responses. Although it can manage more nodes, response times may increase depending on the browser’s capacity. Future work to enhance scalability could involve summarizing the matrix cells into blocks, re-ordering a block of nodes/links rather than a single link, and providing details on demand to zoom in on specific communities. In addition to scalability, the evaluation of Matrix Snap&Go is another direction of future work. While we presented a use case of citation networks where favoring matrix representations over node-link diagrams provides a better reading of the directionality of a chosen ego network, it would be valuable to conduct formal user studies across various usage scenarios to compare and evaluate the readability and efficiency of this Snap&Go interaction with different visualization techniques over different data distributions.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we presented Matrix Snap&Go, a visualization of exploration paths on adjacency matrices. Our animated interaction technique supports users in exploring matrices by offering proper guidance, which provides a good starting point for future work. We have also demonstrated the usefulness of Matrix Snap&Go and discussed its advantages and limitations.
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